A case study of the translocation, bioprocessing and tissue interactions of EMP following inhalation exposure.
Human autopsied lung sections from a resident in the Quebec asbestos region were examined. The study utilized high resolution transmission electron microscopy, scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM/STEM) with the analytical capabilities of electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors. We report the first analytical ultrastructural characteristics of EMPs, detailing chemical concentration gradients inside the iron-protein coatings and lateral elemental gradients in the local tissue regions. It is shown that the EMPs are subjected to bioprocessing which involves physicochemical transformations and also an elemental transport mechanism that alters the inhaled EMP as well as the surrounding cellular matrix. At high resolution imaging the iron-rich coating around the EMP was observed to have a distinct channel-like nanostructure with some parallel aligned nanofibrils that are reminiscent of tooth enamel which consists of biomineralized nanocomposites with alternating organic/inorganic matrices.